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Singular mass matrix and redundant constraints
in unilaterally constrained Lagrangian and Hamiltonian
systems

Bernard Brogliato · Daniel Goeleven

Abstract This article deals with the analysis of the contact complementarity problem for
Lagrangian systems subjected to unilateral constraints, and with a singular mass matrix and
redundant constraints. Previous results by the authors on existence and uniqueness of solu-
tions of some classes of variational inequalities are used to characterize the well-posedness
of the contact problem. Criteria involving conditions on the tangent cone and the constraints
gradient are given. It is shown that the proposed criteria easily extend to the case where the
system is also subjected to a set of bilateral holonomic constraints, in addition to the unilat-
eral ones. In the second part, it is shown how basic convex analysis may be used to show the
equivalence between the Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian formalisms when the mass matrix
is singular.

Keywords Singular Lagrangian system · Singular Hamiltonian system · Unilateral
constraint · Bilateral holonomic constraint · Complementarity conditions · Mixed linear
complementarity problem · Recession cone · Convex analysis · Redundant constraints ·
Legendre–Fenchel transformation

1 Introduction

Let us consider a Lagrangian system with Lagrangian function L(q, q̇) = 1
2 q̇TM(q)q̇ −

V (q), q ∈R
n the generalized coordinate vector, q̇ the generalized velocity vector (q belongs

to the configuration space C and q̇ to the tangent space TqC. However, since we do not
adopt any differential geometry point of view in this paper, we shall consider all quantities
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as vectors with real components). The Lagrange dynamics is written when constraints are
present as

M(q)q̈ + F(q, q̇, t) = ∇h(q)λ (1)

where M(q) = M(q)T is the mass matrix, F : Rn × R
n × R+ �→ R

n contains centripetal,
Coriolis forces, forces that derive from a potential, and possible external forces like control
inputs or perturbations, q̈ is the vector of generalized accelerations. The system is free, or
subjected to constraints (bilateral h(q) = 0, or unilateral h(q) ≥ 0) represented by a differ-
entiable function h :Rn �→R

m with gradient = ∇h(q), and λ ∈ R
m is the vector of Lagrange

multipliers associated with the constraints. The mass matrix M(q) ∈R
n×n is often supposed

to be positive definite. If in addition the constraints are functionally independent, then both
the acceleration and the multipliers can be calculated uniquely. In the case of bilateral con-
straints, this boils down to solving a linear equation obtained with the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker
matrix, stemming from the so-called index-1 DAE formulation [21, 27, 39]:

(
M(q) −∇h(q)

∇h(q)T 0

)(
q̈

λ

)
=

( −F(q, q̇, t)

−( d
dt

∇h(q)T)q̇

)
. (2)

If both M(q) and ∇h(q) are full-rank matrices, one calculates λ using the Schur complement
of the KKT matrix in (2): λ = A(q)−1H0(q, q̇, t), where

H0(q, q̇, t)
�= ∇h(q)TM(q)−1F(q, q̇, t) − d

dt

(∇h(q)T
)
q̇

and A(q) = ∇h(q)TM(q)−1∇h(q) ∈ R
m×m. When M(q) and/or ∇h(q) become singular,

uniqueness of q̈ and of ∇h(q)λ is guaranteed for any F(q, q̇, t) if and only if [21]:

kerM(q) ∩ ker∇h(q)T = {0}, (3)

that is equivalent to rank[M(q)∇h(q)] = n (the result is stated assuming that the system
lives on the constraint submanifold {(q, q̇) : h(q) = 0,∇h(q)Tq̇ = 0}, so that the second
equality in (2) is satisfied). Uniqueness of λ requires that ∇h(q) be full rank. The well-
posedness of (2), together with the initial position and velocity compatibility with the con-
straint manifold, guarantees the existence and uniqueness of solutions to the constrained
Lagrangian dynamics. Numerical methods also have to solve discretized versions of (2).

In the case of unilateral constraints, inducing complementarity conditions 0 ≤ λ ⊥
h(q) ≥ 0, and under the assumption that M(q) has rank n, one computes the so-called
contact linear complementarity problem (LCP) [15, 28]:

0 ≤ λ ⊥ A(q)λ + H0(q, q̇, t) ≥ 0 (4)

where A(q) is called the Delassus’ matrix in the literature on unilaterally constrained sys-
tems. The process followed to obtain the contact LCP may be seen as an extension of the
index reduction of the bilateral DAE case. The conditions for the solvability, the feasibility
and the uniqueness of solutions of the LCP in (4) are given in [15, Propositions 1, 2, 3],
building on previous results by Moreau [30, 31] and Lötstedt [28]. It is seen from the results
in [21, §1, 2] and [15, Propositions 1, 2, 3] that despite the linear equation in (2) and the
contact LCP in (4) involving the same terms (in particular the Delassus’s matrix is present
in both), their well-posedness conditions differ. For instance, solvability of (2) relies on the
above rank condition from a basic result in linear algebra (see, e.g. [10, Proposition 6.1.7]),
while the solvability of (4) relies on complementarity theory [15, Proposition 3].
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The above results on the contact LCP all rely on the assumption that M(q) is positive
definite. However, it is known that the rank of M(q) may drop to r < n, hence it becomes
positive semi-definite only [3, 4, 8, 12, 23, 25, 38–41]. The analysis of bilaterally constrained
systems when the mass matrix has low rank has been made in [20–22, 27, 37, 42, 43]. The
analysis of mixed bilaterally/unilaterally constrained systems is made in [15]. In this case
one obtains a contact LCP with an augmented Delassus’ matrix Ac(q), which is distorted by
the bilateral constraints effects. It is shown that even if M(q) has full rank, the contact LCP
may be ill-posed, i.e. Ac(q) may be positive semi-definite only. Criteria are provided in [15]
which guarantee that Ac(q) is positive definite.

The case when unilateral constraints act on the system, and when r < n, however, has
received no attention, to the best of the authors’ knowledge. This is the topic of this article,
which is dedicated to the analysis of the contact complementarity problem when low rank
conditions on both M(q) and ∇h(q) are present. The article is organized as follows: Some
tools from convex analysis are recalled in the next paragraph. The contact complementar-
ity problem, which takes the form of a mixed linear complementarity problem (MLCP), is
constructed in Sect. 2. Its well-posedness is analyzed in Sect. 3. We show in Sect. 4 that the
presence of holonomic bilateral constraints, in addition to the unilateral ones, may be treated
within the foregoing framework. Section 5 shows how the MLCP may be transformed into
an LCP, and paves the way towards Sect. 6 which is dedicated to proving the equivalence
between degenerated Lagrangian and Hamiltonian systems with unilateral constraints. Two
simple examples are treated in Sect. 7. Conclusions end the article in Sect. 8, and some
mathematical results are given in Appendices A and B.

Notation and definitions. Let h : Rn �→ R
m be differentiable. Its gradient at q is ∇h(q) ∈

R
n×m, and its Jacobian is ∂h

∂q
(q) = ∇h(q)T ∈ R

m×n, where the superscript T means trans-
pose. Given a vector x ∈ R

n, x ≥ 0 means xi ≥ 0 for all its entries xi (same for > 0). Given
a matrix A ∈R

n×m, ker(A) is its kernel and Im(A) is its range, or image. Given two vectors
x and y, the product 〈x, y〉 = xTy.

Mathematical tools in convex analysis. The next mathematical tools are mainly taken from
classical references [11, 19, 24, 35]. Let f :Rn → R∪ {+∞} be a proper convex and lower
semi-continuous function, we denote by dom(f ) := {x ∈ R

n : f (x) < +∞} the domain of
the function f (·). The epigraph of f (·) is the set epi(f ) := {(x,α) ∈R

n ×R : α ≥ f (x)}.
Recall that the Fenchel transform f �(·) of f (·) is the proper, convex and lower semi-

continuous function defined by
(∀z ∈R

n
) : f �(z) = sup

x∈ dom(f )

{〈x, z〉 − f (x)
}
. (5)

The subdifferential ∂f (x) of f (·) at x ∈R
n is defined by

∂f (x) = {
ω ∈R

n : f (v) − f (x) ≥ 〈ω,v − x〉,∀v ∈R
n
}
.

We denote by Dom(∂f ) := {x ∈ R
n : ∂f (x) �= ∅} the domain of the subdifferential operator

∂f : Rn →R
n. Recall that (see, e.g. [7, Theorem 2, Chap. 10, Sect. 3]):

Dom(∂f ) ⊂ dom(f ) ⊂ Dom(∂f ). (6)

Let x0 be any element in the domain dom(f ) of f (·), the recession function f∞(·) of f (·)
is defined by

(∀x ∈R
n
) : f∞(x) = lim

λ→+∞
1

λ
f (x0 + λx).
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Fig. 1 Recession cones

The function f∞ : Rn →R∪ {+∞} is a proper convex and lower semi-continuous function
which describes the asymptotic behavior of f (·).

Let K ⊂R
n be a nonempty closed convex set. Let x0 be any element in K . The recession

cone of K is defined by

K∞ =
⋂
λ>0

1

λ
(K − x0) = {

u ∈R
n : x + λu ∈ K,∀λ ≥ 0,∀x ∈ K

}
.

The set K∞ is a nonempty closed convex cone that is described in terms of the directions
which recede from K . The indicator function of K is ΨK(x) = 0 if x ∈ K , ΨK(x) = +∞ if
x /∈ K .

Example 1 Let f (x) = {
x2 if x<0,
2x if x≥0.

. Then f∞(x) = { +∞ if x<0,
x if x≥0. . Indeed, if x < 0 then

limλ→+∞ 1
λ
f (λx) = limλ→+∞ λx2 = +∞ while if x ≥ 0 then limλ→+∞ 1

λ
f (λx) =

limλ→+∞ x = x.

Example 2 Let M ∈ R
n×n be a positive semi-definite and symmetric matrix, q ∈ R

n and
f (x) = 1

2xTMx + qTx. Then f∞(x) = {
qTx if x∈ker(M),
+∞ if x /∈ker(M).

.

Example 3 Let K = {(x1, x2) ∈ R
2 : x1 > 0, x1x2 ≥ 1}. Then K∞ = {(x1, x2) ∈ R

2 : x1 ≥
0, x2 ≥ 0}. This is depicted in Fig. 1a.

Example 4 Let K = {(x1, x2) ∈R
2 : x1 ≥ 2,−x1 +4 ≤ x2 ≤ x1 +4}. Then K∞ = {(x1, x2) ∈

R
2 : x1 ≥ 0,−x1 ≤ x2 ≤ x1}. This is depicted in Fig. 1b.

Let us here recall some important properties of the recession function and recession cone
(see, e.g. [34, Chaps. 8 and 9], or [11, Proposition 1.4.8]):

Proposition 1

(a) Let f1 : Rn → R ∪ {+∞} and f2 : Rn → R ∪ {+∞} be two proper, convex and lower
semi-continuous functions. Suppose that f1 + f2 is proper. Then

(∀x ∈R
n
) : (f1 + f2)∞(x) = (f1)∞(x) + (f2)∞(x). (7)
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Fig. 2 Equilibrium positions

(b) Let f :Rn → R∪{+∞} be a proper, convex and lower semi-continuous function and let
K be a nonempty closed convex set such that f +ΨK is proper (equivalently, dom(f )∩
K is nonempty). Then

(∀x ∈ R
n
) : (f + ΨK)∞(x) = f∞(x) + (ΨK)∞(x). (8)

(c) Let K ⊂R
n be a nonempty, closed and convex set. Then(∀x ∈ R

n
) : (ΨK)∞(x) = ΨK∞(x), (9)

(∀x ∈ K, e ∈ K∞) : x + e ∈ K. (10)

(d) If K ⊂ R
n is a nonempty closed and convex cone, then K∞ = K .

Example 5 Let K = [a, b], (a, b ∈ R, a < b). The set K is bounded and thus K∞ = {0}. It
results that

(ΨK)∞(x) = Ψ{0} =
{+∞ if x �= 0,

0 if x = 0.

Example 6 Let us consider a ball M subjected to its weight G and constrained to stay in
a box K . In case of Fig. 2a, all directions of K∞ make an obtuse angle with the direction
of the applied force, i.e. (∀x ∈ K∞) : GTx < 0. In that case, we note that the ball admits a
unique equilibrium position. The condition (∀x ∈ K∞) : GTx < 0 may also be written as(∀x ∈ R

2
) : GTx + ΨK∞(x) < 0. (11)

Let us now set U(x) = GTx + ΨK(x). The mapping x �→ GTx is the potential energy corre-
sponding to the gravity force while ΨK(x) is a penalty energy associated with the constraints.
Using (8), we see that U∞(x) = GTx + ΨK∞(x), and thus condition (11) is equivalent to
(∀x ∈ R

2) : U∞(x) < 0. In case of Fig. 2b, there exists a direction v∞ ∈ K∞ making an
acute angle with the direction of the applied force, i.e. GTv∞ > 0, and we see clearly that
there is no possible equilibrium position for the ball. This simple example shows the impor-
tance of the tools of recession to determine equilibrium conditions in the case of systems
subjected to unilateral constraints.
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Example 7 A polyhedral set is defined as the set of solutions to a finite set of linear inequal-
ities, i.e.

P (A,b) = {
x ∈R

n : Ax ≥ b
}
, (12)

where A ∈ R
m×n and b ∈ R

m. It is clear that P (A,b) is a closed convex set. A function
f : Rn → R ∪ {+∞} whose epigraph is polyhedral is called a polyhedral function [35,
p. 172]. Suppose that P (A,b) �= ∅. Then there exists x0 ∈R

n : Ax0 ≥ b and

P (A,b)∞ =
⋂
λ>0

1

λ

(
P (A,b) − x0

) = P (A,0). (13)

Indeed,

x ∈ P (A,b)∞ ⇔ (∀λ > 0) : A(λx + x0) ≥ b

⇔ (∀λ > 0) : λAx + Ax0 − b ≥ 0 ⇔ Ax ≥ 0,

where one checks that (10) is satisfied.

Let K be a subset of Rn. The polar cone of K is defined by

K+ = {
w ∈R

n : 〈w,v〉 ≤ 0, ∀v ∈ K
}
.

The dual cone of K is defined by the relation

K∗ = −K+.

Let K be a nonempty subset of Rn. To every point x ∈ K , we can associate the set

TK(x) =
{
y ∈R

n : ∃{xn} ⊂ K, {λn} ⊂ R+, λn ↘ 0, xn → x,
xn − x

λn

→ y

}

called the tangent cone of K at x. The normal cone to K at x is defined as the polar cone of
TK(x), i.e.

NK(x) = TK(x)+.

If in addition K is convex then

NK(x) = {
z ∈R

n : 〈z, v − x〉 ≤ 0 for all v ∈ K
}

(14)

and NK(x)+ = TK(x). It represents the cone generated by the normals to the set K at x, and
is an outwards cone. If K is a nonempty closed convex set, then one has ∂ΨK(·) = NK(·)
and both the tangent and normal cones are convex closed sets.

2 The contact complementarity problem

Let us consider (1) subjected to a set of m unilateral constraints h(q) ≥ 0, giving rise to
complementarity conditions 0 ≤ λ ⊥ h(q) ≥ 0. During persistent contact phases with the
m constraint surfaces, the complementarity can be written at the acceleration level as 0 ≤
λ(t) ⊥ d2

dt2 h(q(t)) ≥ 0 (if not all m constraints are active, then one constructs the LCP taking
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into account only the active constraints). We further assume that the acceleration is right-
continuous, i.e. q̈(t) = q̈(t+). The same holds for the multiplier λ(·). Developing a bit more,
one obtains

0 ≤ λ(t) ⊥ ∇h(q)Tq̈(t) + d

dt

(∇h
(
q(t)

)T)
q̇(t) ≥ 0. (15)

Let us denote x
�= q̈(t), λ

�= λ(t) and H(q, q̇)
�= d

dt
(∇h(q(t))T)q̇(t). Then (1) and (15) give

rise to {
M(q)x + F(q, q̇, t) − ∇h(q)λ = 0,

0 ≤ λ ⊥ ∇h(q)Tx + H(q, q̇) ≥ 0.
(16)

The set of equations in (16) is a mixed LCP (MLCP) [1, Definition 12.22], which is a com-
bination between an LCP and linear equations. If M(q) has rank n it reduces to the LCP
in (4). This MLCP is the counterpart of (2) for unilaterally constrained systems. In order to
analyze the well-posedness of this MLCP, let us transform it into a suitable form. First, it
follows from a basic convex analysis result that

0 ≤ λ ⊥ ∇h(q)Tx + H(q, q̇) ≥ 0 ⇔ λ ∈ −∂ΨK

(∇h(q)Tx + H(q, q̇)
)

(17)

with K =R
m+. Thus the MLCP is rewritten as the inclusion

M(q)x + F(q, q̇, t) ∈ −∇h(q)∂ΨK

(∇h(q)Tx + H(q, q̇)
)
. (18)

Here q and q̇ are considered as parameters, the argument of the subdifferential being x. We
set

K̃
�= {

z ∈R
m : z + H(q, q̇) ∈ K

} = K − H(q, q̇).

Let us make the following:

Assumption 1 We suppose that

Im
(∇h(q)T

) ∩ K̃ �= ∅.

Let us also set

Φ = {
x ∈R

n : ∇h(q)Tx + H(q, q̇) ∈ K
}
. (19)

Assumption 1 entails that Φ is nonempty. It is also clear that Φ is closed and convex. This
set (as well as K̃) should be denoted with arguments as Φ(q, q̇); however, to lighten the
notation, we drop the arguments. We have

ΨΦ(x) = ΨK

(∇h(q)Tx + H(q, q̇)
) = ΨK̃

(∇h(q)Tx
)
.

Let us first consider ΨΦ(·) as the composition mapping

ΨΦ(x) = ΨK̃

(∇h(q)Tx
)
.

The set K̃ is a polyhedral set in R
m (see (12)). Indeed,

K̃ = P
(
Im×m,−H(q, q̇)

)
.

7



It results that the indicator function ΨK̃(·) is a polyhedral function. Then, by Theorem 1
in Appendix B and Assumption 1, it follows that (here h(·) = ΨK̃(·), A = ∇h(q)T and
f (·) = ΨΦ(·))

∂ΨΦ(x) = ∇h(q)∂ΨK̃

(∇h(q)Tx
)
.

We have also

∂ΨK̃

(∇h(q)Tx
) = ∂ΨK−H(q,q̇)

(∇h(q)Tx
) = ∂ΨK

(∇h(q)Tx + H(q, q̇)
)
,

and thus

∇h(q) ∂ΨK

(∇h(q)Tx + H(q, q̇)
) = ∂ΨΦ(x). (20)

Let us also notice that a necessary condition for the MLCP in (16) to possess at least one
solution is that Φ is nonempty. This is guaranteed by Assumption 1.1 Thus we have shown
that the MLCP in (16) is equivalent, under the constraint qualification of Assumption 1, to
the generalized equation

M(q)x + F(q, q̇, t) ∈ −∂ΨΦ(x)

⇔ Findx ∈ Φ : 〈M(q)x + F(q, q̇, t), v − x
〉 ≥ 0 for all v ∈ Φ, (21)

where the second formalism is a variational inequality.

Remark 1 Usually the contact problem is studied in terms of the multiplier from the LCP
in (4). Here we address the problem by studying the existence and uniqueness of the accel-
eration x in (21).

3 Well-posedness of the MLCP

If rank(M(q)) = n then Theorem 6 in [2] applies to show the existence and uniqueness of x

(hence providing an alternative proof of the result shown by Moreau in [31]). By elementary
convex analysis, one finds that the generalized equation (21) has a unique solution given by
an orthogonal projection in the kinetic metric (see [15, §4.4] for further developments):

x = projM(q)

[
Φ;−M(q)−1F(q, q̇, t)

]
. (22)

However, the case of interest here is when r < n. Using results from [2], we are going to
characterize the existence (solvability) and uniqueness of solutions to (21). Let us first recall
the following result, where we concatenate Theorem 3 and Corollary 4 in [2] (Corollary 5
in [2] cannot be applied unless H(q, q̇) = 0 in which case Φ is a closed convex cone). They
concern variational inequalities of the form: Find u ∈R

n such that

〈Mu + q, v − u〉 + ϕ(v) − ϕ(u) ≥ 0, ∀v ∈R
n (23)

where M ∈R
n×n is a real matrix, q ∈ R

n a vector and ϕ : Rn →R∪ {+∞} a proper convex
and lower semicontinuous function. The analogy with the generalized equation in (21) is

1Another constraint qualification guaranteeing nonemptyness of K̃ , hence of Φ , is range (∇h(q)T) −
R

m+ = R
m, which does not imply that ∇h(q)T has rank m [17].
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clear taking ϕ(·) = ΨΦ(·), thus restricting the variation of v to Φ , q = F(q, q̇, t) and M =
M(q).

The problem in (23) is denoted as VI(M,q, ϕ) in the next proposition. We also set

K(M, ϕ) = {
x ∈R

n|Mx ∈ (
dom(ϕ∞)

)∗}
. (24)

Note that (dom(ϕ∞))∗ is the dual cone of the domain of the recession function ϕ∞ while
(dom(ϕ))∞ is the recession cone of dom(ϕ).

Proposition 2 [2] Let ϕ : Rn → R ∪ {+∞} be a proper, convex and lower semicontinu-
ous function with closed domain, and suppose that M ∈ R

n×n is positive semi-definite and
symmetric.

(a) If (dom(ϕ))∞ ∩ ker{M} ∩ K(M, ϕ) = {0} then for each q ∈ R
n, problem VI(M,q, ϕ)

has at least one solution.
(b) Suppose that (dom(ϕ))∞ ∩ ker{M} ∩K(M, ϕ) �= {0}. If

〈q, v〉 + ϕ∞(v) > 0, ∀v ∈ dom(ϕ)∞ ∩ ker{M} ∩K(M, ϕ), v �= 0, (25)

then problem VI(M,q, ϕ) has at least one solution.
(c) If u1 and u2 denote two solutions of problem VI(M,q, ϕ) then

u1 − u2 ∈ ker{M} (26)

and

〈q, u1 − u2〉 = ϕ(u2) − ϕ(u1). (27)

(d) If

ϕ(x + z) = ϕ(x), ∀x ∈ dom(ϕ), z ∈ ker{M}
and

〈q, e〉 �= 0, ∀e ∈ ker{M}, e �= 0,

then problem VI(M,q, ϕ) has at most one solution.

Notice that the function ϕ(·) will never be strictly convex in our case (it is an indicator
function) so that the strict convexity argument of Corollary 4 in [2] does not apply and is not
recalled. Let us now apply Proposition 2 to (21). We need to perform some calculations on
the recession and dual cones first to prepare the result statement.

We have

dom(ϕ) = dom(ΨΦ) = Φ = P
(∇h(q)T,−H(q, q̇)

)
.

Thus using (13),

(
dom(ϕ)

)
∞ = Φ∞ = P

(∇h(q)T,0
) = {

x ∈R
n : ∇h(q)Tx ≥ 0

}
. (28)

Let S
�= {q ∈ R

n : h(q) ≥ 0} be the admissible domain of configurations. Suppose that all
m constraints are active, i.e. h(q(t)) = 0 for all t ∈ I where I is an interval (not reduced to
a singleton), and suppose that the Mangasarian–Fromovitz constraint qualification (MFCQ)
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holds (see Appendix A). This constraint qualification reduces here to the existence of v ∈ R
n

such that ∇h(q)Tv > 0. Then we may write

{
x ∈ R

n : ∇h(q)Tx ≥ 0
} = TS(q). (29)

From (9) one has ϕ∞(·) = ΨΦ∞(·). Thus the dual cone in (24) is given by

(
dom(ϕ∞)

)∗ = Φ∗
∞.

Using the well known Farkas’ lemma, we get

Φ∗
∞ = {

x ∈ R
n : ∃α ≥ 0 such that x = ∇h(q)α

}

=
{

x ∈R
n : ∃α1, . . . , αm ≥ 0 such that x =

m∑
i=1

∇hi(q)αi

}
. (30)

Still assuming that all m constraints are active and that the MFCQ holds, one obtains

Φ∗
∞ = (

dom(ϕ∞)
)∗ = −NS(q).

Consequently, using (24), we have

K(M,ϕ) = {
x ∈R

n : ∃ α ≥ 0 such that M(q)x = ∇h(q)α
}
. (31)

In the next propositions, q(t), q̇(t) and t are considered as given parameters. Recall that by
a solution of the MLCP one means a vector x ∈ R

n (and not a multiplier λ), since we are
studying the variational inequality (21).

Remark 2 When the constraints are bilateral (i.e. h(q) = 0), the tangent cone TS(q) and
the normal NS(q) cone reduce to the usual tangent and normal subspaces to the sub-
manifold Σ = {q ∈ R

n : h(q) = 0} = S, respectively. Then TS(q) = ker(∇h(q)T) and
NS(q) = (TS(q))⊥ = Im(∇h(q)).

Proposition 3 (MLCP solvability) Assume that the m unilateral constraints are active, that
Assumption 1 holds and that one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(i) P (∇h(q)T,0) ∩ ker(M(q)) = {0},
(ii) P (∇h(q)T,0) ∩ ker(M(q)) �= {0} and F(q, q̇, t)Tv > 0 for all v ∈ P (∇h(q)T,0) ∩

ker(M(q)), v �= 0.

Then the MLCP in (16) has at least one solution.

Proof It follows from Proposition 2(a) and (b). Notice that

Φ∞ ∩ ker
(
M(q)

) ∩K
(
M(q),ΨΦ

)
= {

x ∈R
n : ∇h(q)Tx ≥ 0, M(q)x = 0 and M(q)x = ∇h(q)α for some α ≥ 0

}
= {

x ∈R
n : ∇h(q)Tx ≥ 0 and M(q)x = 0 and 0 = ∇h(q)α for some α ≥ 0

}
= {

x ∈R
n : ∇h(q)Tx ≥ 0 and M(q)x = 0

} = Φ∞ ∩ ker
(
M(q)

)
.

The results follow using (28). �
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Fig. 3 A system satisfying
Proposition 4(ii);
S = {q ∈ R

n : h(q) ≥ 0}

If the MFCQ is satisfied and all m constraints are active then using (29) we may rewrite
the previous result as follows:

Proposition 4 (MLCP solvability) Suppose that all m unilateral constraints are active, i.e.
h(q) = 0, and suppose that the MFCQ holds. Under Assumption 1 and if one of the following
conditions is satisfied:

(i) TS(q) ∩ ker(M(q)) = {0},
(ii) TS(q) ∩ ker(M(q)) �= {0} and F(q, q̇, t)Tv > 0 for all v ∈ TS(q) ∩ ker(M(q)), v �= 0,

then the MLCP in (16) has at least one solution.

Figure 3 depicts a case when Proposition 4(ii) is applicable, where the tangent and normal
cones are the dashed areas. Exchanging ker(M(q)) with Im(M(q)) and vice versa, one
obtains TS(q) ∩ ker(M(q)) = {0}.

Remark 3 (i) Condition (i) of Proposition 3 holds if M(q) is invertible since in this
case ker(M(q)) = {0}. (ii) If M(q) is not invertible and m = 1 then P (∇h(q)T,0) ∩
ker(M(q)) �= ∅. Indeed, dim(ker(M(q))) = ν ≥ 1; let ξ1, . . . , ξν be a basis of ker(M). Set-
ting αi = 1 when ∇h(q)Tξi ≥ 0 and αi = −1 when ∇h(q)Tξi < 0, we see that

x = α1ξ1 + · · · + ανξν ∈ ker
(
M(q)

)

and

∇h(q)Tx = α1∇h(q)Tξ1 + · · · + αν∇h(q)Tξν ≥ 0.

Thus

x ∈ P
(∇h(q)T,0

) ∩ ker(M).

11



Fig. 4 A system satisfying
Proposition 4(ii);
S = {q ∈ R

n : h(q) ≥ 0}

Thus if m = 1 (there is only one active constraint at q), one has to resort to condition (ii)
of Proposition 4. This is illustrated in Fig. 4. In this case the tangent cone is the dashed half
space, while the normal cone is a half line generated by −∇h(q).

Proposition 5 (MLCP uniqueness of solutions) (a) Let q̈1(t), q̈2(t), and λ1(t), λ2(t) be
solutions of the MLCP (16). Then

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

q̈1(t) − q̈2(t) ∈ ker(M(q)),

λ1(t) − λ2(t) ∈ ker(∇h(q)),

F (q, q̇, t)T(q̈1(t) − q̈2(t)) = 0.

(32)

(b) Suppose that

{
∇h(q)Tz = 0, for all z ∈ ker(M(q)),

F (q, q̇, t)Te �= 0 for all e ∈ ker(M(q)), e �= 0.
(33)

Then the MLCP in (16) has at most one solution q̈(t). Consequently, if solvability holds,
∇h(q)λ(t) is unique.

Proof The inclusions in (32) are a direct consequence of (c) in Proposition 2. Our first
assumption in (b) implies that for all x ∈ Φ,z ∈ ker(M(q)):

∇h(q)T(x + z) + H(q, q̇) = ∇h(q)Tx + H(q, q̇) ∈ K,

see (19). One has ϕ(x + z) = ΨΦ(x + z) and ϕ(x) = ΨΦ(x) = 0. Thus,

ϕ(x + z) = ΨΦ(x + z) = ϕ(x).

It results that the first condition in (d) of Proposition 2 is satisfied. The second condition
in (d) of Proposition 2 is a direct consequence of our second assumption in (b). The unique-
ness result comes thus directly from Proposition 2. �

The first assumption in (b) is equivalent to

(∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}) : ∇hi(q) ∈ ker
(
M(q)

)⊥
.
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Moreover, the matrix M(q) is symmetric and thus ker(M(q))⊥ = Im(M(q)). It results that
the first assumption in (b) is equivalent to

(∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}) : ∇hi(q) ∈ Im
(
M(q)

)
.

The second condition in (32) is equivalent to the uniqueness of ∇h(q)λ, the first one to the
uniqueness of M(q)q̈(t), and the third one to the uniqueness of F(q, q̇, t)Tq̈(t).

Remark 4 The first condition of Proposition 5(b) is equivalently rewritten as ker(M(q)) ⊆
ker(∇h(q)T) ⇔ Im(M(q)) ⊇ Im(∇h(q)). Obviously, if M(q) has rank n, this is always
satisfied. The condition requires that the rank of ∇h(q) be less or equal to that of M(q).
In a system with two independent constraints like that of Fig. 3, the uniqueness condition
of Proposition 5 thus implies that rank(M(q)) ≥ 2. If the system has more than 2 degrees
of freedom, it is then allowed that M(q) be singular. Let us go a step further. The above
condition is equivalent to z /∈ ker(∇h(q)T) ⇒ z /∈ ker(M(q)). Moreau’s viability Lemma
(see [14, Propositions 5.1 and 5.2], [32]) states that the right velocity q̇(t+), which is in our
case simply equal to q̇(t) since we do not consider impacts, has to satisfy q̇(t) ∈ TS(q(t))

for q(t) ∈ S to be satisfied (such velocities may be named viable). From (29) it follows
that ∇h(q)Tq̇(t) ≥ 0. Thus we deduce that q̇(t) /∈ ker(∇h(q(t))T) ⇔ ∇h(q(t))Tq̇(t) > 0 ⇒
q̇(t) /∈ ker(M(q(t))): velocities that point strictly inside the admissible set S and which
satisfy the condition for uniqueness of accelerations have to produce positive kinetic energy.
The solvability condition of Proposition 4(i) yields close conclusions. Indeed, it states that
the nonzero viable velocities q̇(t) (i.e. the velocities that belong to the tangent cone) are not
in ker(M(q)), consequently they produce positive kinetic energy. These are observations
similar to those made in [21] for bilateral constraints (end of Sect. 2 in that paper). The
other conditions of Propositions 4 and 5 impose some conditions on the generalized forces
for the viable velocities which produce zero kinetic energy.

4 Mixed bilateral/unilateral frictionless constraints

It is often the case in practice that the system under study is subjected not only to m uni-
lateral, but also to p bilateral constraints. For the sake of clarity of the presentation, let
us denote the set of bilateral holonomic constraints as f (q) = 0, with f : Rn → R

p a dif-
ferentiable function. The Lagrange multipliers associated with the bilateral constraints are
denoted as μ ∈ R

p . Therefore, the right-hand side of the dynamics in (1) becomes equal to
∇h(q)λ + ∇f (q)μ and the MLCP in (16) becomes

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

M(q)x + F(q, q̇, t) − ∇h(q)λ − ∇f (q)μ = 0,

0 ≤ λ ⊥ ∇h(q)Tx + H(q, q̇) ≥ 0,

∇f (q)Tx + d
dt

(∇f (q)T)q̇ = 0

(34)

with x = q̈(t). It has been shown above that ∇h(q)λ ∈ −∂ΨΦ(q̈) with Φ in (19). Quite
similarly one may prove that ∇f (q)μ ∈ −∂ΨΩ(q̈),2 with Ω = {x ∈ R

n : ∇f (q)Tx +
d
dt

(∇f (q)T)q̇ = 0}. Then, ∇h(q)λ+∇f (q)μ ∈ −∂ΨΦ(q̈)−∂ΨΩ(q̈) = −∂ΨΦ∩Ω(q̈), where
the last equality is obtained under the condition that Φ ∩ Ω �= ∅ (which is an equiva-
lent of Assumption 1), see [35, Theorem 23.8]. Proceeding along the same steps as in

2The minus sign is added here just to be coherent with the unilateral case.
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Sect. 3, and replacing Φ by Φ ∩ Ω , one notes in particular that (dom(ϕ))∞ = (Φ ∩ Ω)∞ =
ker(∇f (q)T)∩TS(q), where we assumed as above that the m unilateral constraints are active
and satisfy the MFCQ. We therefore obtain an extension of Proposition 4:

Proposition 6 (MLCP solvability) Suppose that all m unilateral constraints are active, i.e.
h(q) = 0, that the MFCQ holds, and that the system is subjected to p bilateral holonomic
constraints f (q) = 0. Let Assumption 1 hold, Φ ∩ Ω �= ∅, and that one of the following
conditions is satisfied:

(i) TS(q) ∩ ker(∇f (q)T) ∩ ker(M(q)) = {0},
(ii) TS(q) ∩ ker(∇f (q)T) ∩ ker(M(q)) �= {0} and F(q, q̇, t)Tv > 0 for all v ∈ TS(q) ∩

ker(M(q)) ∩ ker(∇f (q)T), v �= 0.

Then the MLCP in (34) has at least one solution.

Another way to treat this extension is to rewrite the bilateral constraints as a set of uni-
lateral constraints: f (q) ≥ 0 and −f (q) ≥ 0. This yields the same result. Uniqueness of
solutions of the MLCP also follows as an extension of Proposition 5, where one rewrites the
second line in (32) as λ1(t)−λ2(t) ∈ ker(∇h(q)), μ1(t)−μ2(t) ∈ ker(∇f (q)), and the first
line in (33) as ∇h(q)Tz = 0 and ∇f (q)Tz = 0, for all z ∈ ker(M(q)). This gives conditions
such that the MLCP in (34) has at most one solution x. Consequently, if solvability holds,
∇h(q)λ(t) + ∇f (q)μ(t) is unique.

Remark 5 The contact problem with both bilateral holonomic and unilateral constraints is
analyzed in [15], with full rank M(q) and ∇f (q). Thus the bilateral multiplier μ can be
calculated as a function of q , q̇ and λ in order to obtain a modified contact LCP.

5 Transformation of the MLCP into an LCP

It is also of interest to investigate how the MLCP may be solved. A path is to transform
it into an LCP, for which numerical solvers exist. Since M(q) is symmetric positive semi-
definite of rank r , there exists a unitary matrix U(q) ∈ R

n×n, U(q)U(q)T = I , such that
U(q)M(q)U(q)T = (

Mr(q) 0
0 0

)
, where Mr(q) is symmetric positive definite (it is even diago-

nal) [10, Corollary 5.4.4]. After the variable change y = U(q)x one may rewrite the MLCP
(16) as ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Mr(q)yr + (U(q)F (q, q̇, t))r = (U(q)∇h(q))rλ,

(U(q)F (q, q̇, t))n−r = (U(q)∇h(q))n−rλ,

0 ≤ λ ⊥ (U(q)∇h(q))T
r Mr(q)−1(U(q)∇h(q))rλ

− (U(q)∇h(q))T
r Mr(q)−1(U(q)F (q, q̇, t))r

+ (U(q)∇h(q))T
n−ryn−r + H(q, q̇) ≥ 0.

(35)

The LCP matrix is the m × m matrix (U(q)∇h(q))T
r Mr(q)−1(U(q)∇h(q))r . For a matrix

A ∈ R
n×m, the submatrix (A)r ∈ R

r×m consists of its first r rows. A vector y ∈ R
n is also

decomposed as y = ( yr

yn−r

)
. If M(q) has full rank r = n then (35) becomes an LCP. This

transformation may also be used to obtain the inclusion (similar to (21)):
(

Mr(q)yr + (U(q)F (q, q̇, t))r

(U(q)F (q, q̇, t))n−r

)
∈ −∂ΨΦ̄(y), (36)
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where Φ̄ = {y ∈ R
n : U(q)Ty ∈ Φ} = U(q)−T (Φ), and the chain rule of convex analysis

(see Theorem 1 in Appendix B) has been used to obtain (36). This transformation does
not simplify the expressions of the normal and tangent cones; however, it simplifies the
expression of ker(M(q)). As we shall see in Sect. 6, the singularity of M(q) implies that
yn−r = 0 in (35).

6 The constrained Hamiltonian dynamics

It is of interest to investigate the Hamiltonian dynamics of systems with a singular mass
matrix, in particular the transformation from Lagrangian to Hamiltonian dynamics, and vice
versa. The theory of singular Lagrangian and Hamiltonian systems has a long history in
Physics, where geometrical, coordinate-free analysis are performed [9, 18, 26, 33]. In partic-
ular, equivalence is shown in [9]. We adopt here a different path with generalized (local) co-
ordinates q and quasi-Lagrange dynamics, where basic convex analysis allows us to extend
the Legendre transformation to the singular case. It is commonly admitted that Lagrangian
and Hamiltonian formalisms are equivalent, and the Fenchel (or Legendre–Fenchel) trans-
formation (5) applied to the system’s Lagrangian function allows one to pass from one for-
malism to the other, under the condition of strict convexity of the Lagrangian function with
respect to q̇ [6, §15.A] [36, §2.14, 2.15]. When M(q) has full rank n, the Legendre–Fenchel
transform (5) of the Lagrangian function L(q, q̇, λ), defines the Hamiltonian function
H(q,p,λ), which is the total mechanical energy of the system. One may write L(q, q̇, λ) =
1
2 q̇TM(q)q̇ −V (q)+h(q)Tλ and H(q,p,λ) = 1

2pTM(q)−1p+V (q)−h(q)Tλ where V (q)

is the potential energy.
Under the full rank condition r = n, one has L�(q, q̇, λ) = H(q,p,λ) and by the

Fenchel–Moreau theorem [13, Theorem I.10] L(q, q̇, λ) = H�(q,p,λ), where both con-
jugacy calculations are made with q̇ and p as variables, respectively. The complementarity
Hamiltonian system is given by

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

q̇ = ∂H
∂p

= M(q)−1p,

ṗ = − ∂H
∂q

= − ∂
∂q

( 1
2 pTM(q)−1p + V (q)) + ∇h(q)λ,

0 ≤ λ ⊥ h(q) ≥ 0.

(37)

When r < n, the strict convexity is lost, so that the Lagrangian function is a convex degener-
ate quadratic function of q̇ . Its Legendre–Fenchel transform L�(q, q̇, λ) may be calculated
following the material in [24, Chap. E, Example 1.1.4]. One obtains

{
H(q,p,λ) = 1

2 pTM(q)†p + V (q) − h(q)Tλ,

p ∈ Im(M(q)),
(38)

where M(q)† is the Moore–Penrose generalized inverse of M(q). Since M(q)† is symmet-
ric positive semi-definite, the Hamiltonian function H(q,p,λ) is convex in p, so its con-
jugate function is the original Lagrangian function, under the constraint q̇ ∈ Im(M(q)†).
A constraint appears in (38), reflecting the loss of rank of M(q) that makes the La-
grangian function degenerate, i.e. ∂2

∂q̇2 L(q, q̇, λ) is not of full rank. Consequently, the La-
grange dynamics are an implicit system, see Remark 6. If this constraint is not satisfied
then H(q,p,λ) = +∞. The basic idea of what comes next is to use the diagonalization of
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M(q) as in Sect. 5, so that the kinetic energy (more exactly the kinetic co-energy) expressed
in the new variable (a quasi-velocity) has a simple form. To this end, let us introduce the
quasi-velocity v = U(q)q̇ = ( vr

vn−r

)
. Then the kinetic energy becomes

T (q, q̇) = 1

2
q̇TM(q)q̇ = 1

2
q̇TU(q)TU(q)M(q)U(q)TU(q)q̇

= 1

2
q̇TU(q)T

(
Mr(q) 0

0 0

)
U(q)q̇

= 1

2
vT

r Mr(q)vr = T (q, vr) (39)

One has M(q)† = U(q)T
(

Mr(q)−1 0
0 0

)
U(q) [10, Fact 8.15.1 and §6.2]. Thus the kinetic energy

is given by

T (q,p) = 1

2
pTM(q)†p = 1

2
pTU(q)TU(q)M(q)†U(q)TUp

= 1

2
pTU(q)T

(
Mr(q)−1 0

0 0

)
U(q)p. (40)

Let m = U(q)p. Doing the same partition as for the quasi velocity, one obtains

T (q,p) = 1

2
mT

(
Mr(q)−1 0

0 0

)
m = 1

2
mT

r Mr(q)−1mr. (41)

Equaling the kinetic energy in (41) and co-energy in (39), one finds that mr = Mr(q)vr ,
which extends the relation between the generalized momentum and the generalized velocity
for full rank M(q) [6, p. 65] to quasi momentum m and quasi-velocity v. If U(q) is a
Jacobian then v is a generalized velocity and not merely a quasi-velocity. However, usually
this is not the case.

The quasi-Lagrange dynamics is obtained as follows, starting from (1):

{
Mr(q)v̇r − Mr(q)(U̇(q)U(q)Tv)r + (U(q)F (q,U(q)Tv, t))r = (U(q)∇h(q))rλ,

(U(q)F (q,U(q)Tv, t))n−r = (U(q)∇h(q))n−rλ.
(42)

It is clear that the loss of rank of M(q) imposes a constraint in the system, represented
by the last n − r lines in (42). In the unconstrained case, the nonlinear forces have to satisfy
(U(q)F (q,U(q)Tv, t))n−r = 0. In the unilaterally constrained case, these forces have to
comply with (35), where the multiplier λ is a solution of the LCP, and (U(q)F (q, q̇, t))n−r =
(U(q)∇h(q))n−rλ with λ ≥ 0.

Remark 6 The structure of the quasi-Lagrange dynamics in (42) differs from other canon-
ical dynamics obtained when the system has full rank inertia matrix, and is subject to
holonomic equality constraints. Transformations applied to systems with holonomic con-
straints usually aim at decoupling the dynamics into a “tangent” (independent of the con-
tact force) and “normal” (contact force dependent) dynamics, using various annihilators
of ∇h(q) [15, 16, 27, 29]. Systems with a singular mass matrix are descriptor variable sys-
tems, or implicit systems in the quasi-linear form G(ẋ, x, t, λ) = E(x)ẋ +H(x, t, λ), where
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E(x) = ( I 0
0 M(x1)

)
, x1 = q , x2 = q̇ , x = ( x1

x2

)
, and with ∂G

∂ẋ
(x) = E(x) a singular Jacobian ma-

trix (here E(x) has rank 2n− r). Transformations aim at decoupling the dynamics according
to the structure of E(x) [44].

Let us now obtain the quasi-Hamilton dynamics. From the fact that q̇ = ∂H
∂p

= ∂p

∂m
∂H
∂m

and

p = U(q)Tm, one obtains

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

q̇ = U(q)T ∂H
∂m

,

ṁ = −U(q) ∂H
∂q

− U(q)U̇(q)m,

m ∈ U(q) Im(M(q)) = Im(U(q)M(q)) = Im(U(q)M(q)U(q)T) ⇔ m = ( mr

0n−r

)
.

(43)

Notice that if r = n then U(q) = I , and one recovers (37). The system in (43) is called
quasi-Hamiltonian because of the bias −U(q)U̇(q)m. The first equation in (43) rewrites
v = ∂H

∂m
, equivalently vr = Mr(q)−1mr , vn−r = 0. This reveals that r < n imposes the con-

straint vn−r = 0 in addition to mn−r = 0. One infers that q̇ ∈ U(q)T Im(U(q)M(q)U(q)T) =
Im(M(q)) = Im(M(q)†), and p ∈ U(q)T Im(U(q)M(q)U(q)T) = Im(M(q)) = Im(M(q)†)

(as known from (38), and we used [10, Proposition 6.1.6(vii)]). Therefore, the admissible
generalized velocities and momenta are those which correspond to motions that create ki-
netic co-energy and energy, respectively. Taking into account the velocity constraint allows
one to conclude the reverse of (38): L(q, q̇, λ) = H�(q,p,λ).

The generalized momentum constraint of (38) is transformed into an explicit quasi-
momentum constraint in (43). Starting from (42) the dynamics for mr is obtained as

ṁr = Ṁr(q)Mr(q)−1mr + Mr(q)
(
U̇ (q)U(q)Tv

) − (
U(q)F

(
q,U(q)Tv, t

))
r

+ (
U(q)∇h(q)

)
r
λ. (44)

The last n − r lines of the ṁ dynamics in (43) correspond to the same equality as in the
second line of (42), due to the constraint on m.

Remark 7 If r = 0 then M(q) = 0 and both q̇ and p are identically zero, as well as their
derivatives q̈ and ṗ. The system is in an equilibrium state.

Let us recapitulate the developments of this section. The next dynamical equations are
equivalent one to another, where U(q) is a unitary matrix such that U(q)M(q)U(q)T =
diag(Mr(q),0), rank(Mr(q)) = r < n:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

M(q)q̈ + F(q, q̇, t) = ∇h(q)λ,

0 ≤ λ ⊥ h(q) ≥ 0,

q̇ ∈ Im(M(q)),

L(q, q̇, λ) = 1
2 q̇TM(q)q̇ − V (q) + h(q)Tλ

⇔

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

q̇ = ∂H
∂p

, ṗ = − ∂H
∂q

,

0 ≤ λ ⊥ h(q) ≥ 0,

p ∈ Im(M(q))

H(q,p,λ) = 1
2pTM(q)†p + V (q) − h(q)Tλ

(45)
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⇔

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

m = U(q)p, mn−r = 0,

ṁr = Ṁr(q)Mr(q)−1mr + Mr(q)(U̇(q)U(q)Tv) − (U(q)F (q,U(q)Tv, t))r

+ (U(q)∇h(q))rλ,

(U(q)F (q,U(q)Tv, t))n−r = (U(q)∇h(q))n−rλ,

0 ≤ λ ⊥ h(q) ≥ 0

(46)

⇔

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

m = U(q)p, mn−r = 0, v = U(q)q̇, vn−r = 0,

H(q,m,λ) = 1
2mT

r Mr(q)−1mr + V (q) − h(q)Tλ,

v = ∂H
∂m

,

ṁ = −U(q) ∂H
∂q

− U(q)U̇(q)m,

0 ≤ λ ⊥ h(q) ≥ 0

(47)

⇔

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

v = U(q)q̇, vn−r = 0, L(q, v,λ) = 1
2vT

r Mr(q)vr − V (q) + h(q)Tλ,

Mr(q)v̇r − Mr(q)(U̇(q)U(q)Tv)r + (U(q)F (q,U(q)Tv, t))r

= (U(q)∇h(q))rλ,

(U(q)F (q,U(q)Tv, t))n−r = (U(q)∇h(q))n−rλ,

0 ≤ λ ⊥ h(q) ≥ 0.

(48)

The LCP in (35) may be obtained as the contact LCP of (48). The constraints pn−r = 0
are called the primary constraints in the literature [18, 33]. Finally, the classical equal-
ity H(q,p,λ) = pTq̇ − L(q, q̇, λ) remains valid, and equivalently H(q,m,λ) = mTv −
L(q, v,λ).

Remark 8 There is nothing fundamentally new in the above developments. They are, how-
ever, tailored to multibody systems where the usefulness of coordinate-free, purely geomet-
rical arguments as in [9, 18, 26, 33] stemming from Dirac’s original results is unclear when
time comes to study contact complementarity problems.

7 Examples

Many examples of systems with a singular mass matrix are given in [3–5, 25, 38–41], besides
the well-known case when Euler angles are used and the mass matrix of a rigid body is
obtained from the Olindes–Rodrigues matrix, rendering it singular at certain configurations
[14, Eq. (4.3)], [25, §6]. To illustrate the foregoing developments let us present two simple
examples.

7.1 Example 1

Let us consider the pendulum dynamics, taken from [1, § 3.2.3], as depicted in Fig. 5. Let the
coordinates of G be x and y in the Galilean frame R0 = (i, j), and those of O be xo and yo.
The kinetic energy of the free pendulum is T (θ̇, ẋ, ẏ) = 1

2 m(ẋ2 + ẏ2), as indeed the moment
of inertia at G is zero, all the mass being concentrated at G. The potential energy is V (q) =
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Fig. 5 A simple pendulum

mgx. The Lagrangian function is L(θ, θ̇ , x, y, ẋ, ẏ) = T (θ̇, ẋ, ẏ) − V (x). Since O is fixed,
there are two bilateral constraints xO = x − l cos θ = 0, yO = y − l sin θ = 0, with which
two Lagrange multipliers μ1 and μ2 are respectively associated. Let the unilateral constraint
consist of a vertical wall passing through the point O , imposing the constraints h1(q) =
y ≥ 0, h2(q) = θ ≥ 0, with which two Lagrange multipliers λ1 and λ2 are respectively
associated. One has λ = (λ1, λ2)

T and μ = (μ1,μ2)
T. Thus

∇h(q) =
⎛
⎝0 0

1 0
0 1

⎞
⎠

has rank 2, and the MFCQ holds. Let us choose the generalized coordinates of the free
system as (x, y, θ)T. We can write the Lagrange equations for the pendulum evolving in the
plane and subject to the bilateral and unilateral constraints as

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

mẍ(t) = μ1(t) + mg + F1(t),

mÿ(t) = μ2(t) + λ1(t) + F2(t),

0.θ̈ (t) = l sin θμ1(t) − l cos θμ2(t) + λ2(t),

f1(q) = x − l cos θ = 0, f2(q) = y − l sin θ = 0,

0 ≤ λ1 ⊥ h1(q) = y ≥ 0, 0 ≤ λ2 ⊥ h2(q) = θ ≥ 0,

where F = (F1,F2)
T is the force applied at G, expressed in R0. Here M(q) = M =

diag(m,m,0), so

ker(M) =
⎧⎨
⎩z ∈R

3 : z =
⎛
⎝ 0

0
z3

⎞
⎠ , z3 ∈R

⎫⎬
⎭

and

Im(M) =
⎧⎨
⎩z ∈R

3 : z =
⎛
⎝z1

z2

0

⎞
⎠ , z1 ∈R, z2 ∈R

⎫⎬
⎭ .
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Fig. 6 Flexible
two-degree-of-freedom system
(from [40, Fig. 3])

The tangent cone is TS(q) = {z ∈R
3 : z2 ≥ 0, z3 ≥ 0}. Finally,

ker(∇f (q)T) = {z ∈R
3 : z1 + z3l sin θ = z2 − z3l cos θ = 0}

=
⎧⎨
⎩z ∈R

3 : z =
⎛
⎝−l sin θ

l cos θ

1

⎞
⎠ z3, z3 ∈R

⎫⎬
⎭ .

One obtains TS(q) ∩ ker(M) ∩ ker(∇f (q)T) = {0}, hence Proposition 6(i) applies for the
MLCP in (34) which is solvable. The uniqueness of λ follows from ker(∇h(q)) = {0}, and
the uniqueness of μ follows from ker(∇f (q)) = {0}.

One may also consider the unilateral constraint h3(q) = −θ +π ≥ 0. However, this does
not change the analysis because the unilateral constraints 2 and 3 cannot be active at the
same time. Thus the MFCQ still holds despite ∇h2(q) and ∇h3(q) are colinear.

7.2 Example 2

Let us now consider the system in Fig. 6, taken from [40, §5 (c)]. It consists of two masses
m1 > 0 and m2 > 0 connected by linear springs. The unstretched lengths of the springs are
l10 and l20, and their stiffnesses are k1 > 0 and k2 > 0, respectively. According to the nota-
tions shown on the figure, one chooses q = (x̄1, q1, q̄2)

T, with x̄1 = x1 − l10, q̄2 = q2 − l20.
One analyzes the system as the interconnection of two subsystems, which are interconnected
with a bilateral constraint f (q) = 0. The unilateral constraint is imposed on mass m1 by a
rigid barrier at a distance L from the wall. Then one obtains the constrained dynamics:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎛
⎝m1 0 0

0 m2 m2

0 m2 m2

⎞
⎠ q̈(t) =

⎛
⎝−k1x̄1(t)

0
−k2q̄2(t)

⎞
⎠ +

⎛
⎝−μ(t) − λ(t)

μ(t)

0

⎞
⎠ ,

f (q) = q1 − x̄1 − l10 − d = 0,

0 ≤ λ ⊥ h(q) = L − x̄1 − l10 − d ≥ 0.

(49)
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One has ker(∇f (q)T) = {z ∈ R
3 : z1 = z2}, TS(q) = {z ∈ R

3 : −z1 ≥ 0}, ker(M) = {z ∈ R
3 :

z1 = 0, z2 = −z3} and obtains TS(q) ∩ ker(M) ∩ ker(∇f (q)T) = {0}, hence Proposition 6(i)
applies for the solvability of the MLCP in (34). The uniqueness of λ and μ follows from the
fact that ker(∇h(q)) = {0} and ker(∇f (q)) = {0}.

Remark 9 It is noteworthy that both examples could be analyzed with a set of independent
generalized coordinates, by eliminating the redundant coordinates due to the presence of
the bilateral constraints. The singularity of the mass matrix comes from the generalized co-
ordinates redundancy. In practice one often chooses to work with redundant coordinates,
assembling subsystems by adding bilateral constraints. It is also often hard, if not impossi-
ble, to eliminate redundant constraints.

8 Conclusions

The main objective of this article is to analyze the well-posedness of the complementar-
ity problem which arises in unilaterally constrained systems, when the mass matrix and the
constraints Jacobian matrix are not of full rank. This gives rise to a mixed linear complemen-
tarity problem. Conditions guaranteeing that the acceleration and the contact force Lagrange
multiplier exist and are unique are stated. The case when bilateral, holonomic constraints are
also present is also analyzed. Moreover, the relationships between the (singular) Lagrangian
and the Hamiltonian formalisms are studied.

Appendix A: The Mangasarian–Fromovitz Constraint Qualifications (MFCQ)
[19, pp. 17, 252]

Let K = {x ∈ R
n : h(x) ≥ 0}, where h : Rn → R

m is continuously differentiable, and K is
not necessarily convex. Suppose that there exists a vector v ∈ R

n such that ∇hi(x)Tv > 0
for all i ∈ I(x) = {i : hi(x) = 0}. Then the tangent cone to K at x, defined as the dual of
the normal cone in (14) is equal to the linearization cone {z ∈ R

n : zT∇hi(x) ≥ 0, for all
i ∈ I(x)}.

Appendix B: The chain rule of convex analysis

Theorem 1 [35, Theorem 23.9] Let f (x) = h(Ax) where h(·) is a proper convex function
on R

m and A is a linear transformation from R
n to R

m. Then if h(·) is polyhedral and Im(A)

contains a point of dom(h), one has ∂f (x) = AT∂h(Ax), for all x.
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